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My fanfiction follows closely to a few important scenes for the popular television show Game of Thrones 

and include characters from popular Jane Austen novels. The three scenes I decided to use for my fanfiction 

are the introduction of the white walkers, introduction of House Stark and Lannister, and Eddard Stark's 

betrayal scene. I chose the first two scenes because of the importance of those three groups of characters. 

Furthermore, I chose the final scene because arguably that is when the Game of Thrones begins. After that I 

crafted Jane Austen characters from the following scenes. I chose the have Winterfell to be Northanger 

Abbey because of its gothic nature. 

Catherine Morland= Arya (tomboy nature) 
 
Mr. And Mrs Bennett= Eddard and Catelyn Stark (Both want to have their two daughters married off) 

Captain Frederick Wentworth= Robb Stark (Achievements in Napoleonic Wars similar to all of the battles 

Robb Stark won) 

James Morland= Jon Snow (Surprises his sister and parents from Oxford just like of Eddard Stark surprised 

everyone of his bastard child. Additionally, James is a bad judge just like Jon Snow which almost gets him 

killed on multiple occasions) 

Henry Tilney= Bran Stark (Henry is a clergyman and Bran transforms into a God-like figure) 

Elizabeth Bennett= Sansa Stark (Similar characteristics such as intelligent, lively and judges on first 

impressions) 

Lady Catherine de Bourgh= Cersei (Similar characteristics haughty, pompous, and condescending) 
Mr. Darcy= King Robert Baratheon ( Both are extremely rich and used to getting what they want. Also Mr. 

Darcy is probably the most popular male Austen character) 

George Wickham= Littlefinger (Both mischievous and interested in Elizabeth Bennett/Sansa) 
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Mr. Collins= Jamie ( Both devoted to Lady Catherine/Cersei) 

John Thrope= Geoffrey (Both are arrogant and boastful) 
 

 

Game of Thrones X Jane Austen 
 

Year: 298 AC 
 

Current Location: Forest near Northanger Abbey 
 
 

Catherine Morland Stark (Arya) (age 10) of House Stark has always been intrigued with 

the supernatural. Lord Bennet Stark (Eddard Stark) (45) of House Stark always disliked the fact 

that she was a tomboy and did not act like a lady. Catherine always believed that something 

supernatural lived in the woods near their estate Northanger Abbey. In an attempt to rid her of 

such beliefs he sent three noble members of the Night’s Watch to investigate the woods. The two 

men who were tasked for this mission are General Tinley (Will) (50) and his son Frederick 

Tinley (Ser Waymar) (20). While in the woods both men decide to split up and rendezvous in 

one hour. General Tinley did not find anything unusual, so he proceeded to head back to the 

rendezvous point. However, the same cannot be said about Frederick. Snow fell on the bodies of 

the dead. There were eight corpses that were lying on the snow-covered ground, men, women, 

and children. There was a small fire lit which caught Frederick’s attention. Frederick spotted the 

corpses from a few hundred feet away but could not believe what he saw. Therefore, he 

proceeded to get a clearer view while crawling on the ground to stay hidden. Once Frederick was 

no more than 50 feet away, he got a clear view of what he thought he saw. There were bodies 
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that were cut in half, missing limbs, but there wasn’t any blood. Frightened, Frederick fled the 

scene and ran back to the rendezvous point. 

General Tinley was calmly drinking from his water jug when he startled by seeing his son 

in such a panic. Frederick said, 

“We should start to head back, They’re all dead.” 

(Tinley) “Any blood?” 

(Frederick) “Not that I saw.” 

(Tinley) “How close did you get?” 

(Frederick) “Close enough to see they were dead! We should head back and tell Lord 

Bennett of our findings IMMEDIATELY” 

(Tinley) “Do the dead frighten you” 
 

(Frederick) “Lord Bennett told us to investigate and that is what we did.” 

(Tinley) “You don’t think Lord Bennett will ask us how they died?” 

Frederick leads Tinley to the camp site of the dead. While getting closer the horses seem 

startled as if a predator was nearby. Moonlight shined down on the campsite making it visible for 

both men. However, when the fire was still lit, all of the bodies were gone! 

(Tinley) “It looks like all of your bodies have decided to relocate” (saying sarcastically)” 

(Frederick) “I swear they were...” 

The two men investigate the campsite. Tinley is searching for clues while Frederick spots 

something in the ground. It appears to the insides of the human body covered with snow. 

Frederick calls Tinley to examine it as well. However, right when Tinley was about to walk over, 

they both see a small figure in the distance. It appeared to be a little girl who was covered in 

snow and dressed in old rags. He back was presented towards the men until called for her. She 
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began to slowly turn around and both men realized this was no ordinary girl. She had pale skin 

covered in snow and dirt and had deep blue glowing eyes. It reminded both men of a graphic 

novel Catherine would read about. Tinley gasps under his breath, “She was right.” Both men 

begin to hear a group of people running towards them, so they ran towards their horses. 

Unfortunately, the horses were startled as well and fled before the men could ride them. They 

begin to run on foot, trying their best not to trip over all of the branches and logs. Due to Tinley’s 

age he is drastically slower then Frederick. They are about one hundred feet apart with Frederick 

in front. Both men stop to catch their breath for a few seconds. While Frederick turns around to 

see Tinley, he sees a figure approach him. This figure was similar to the little girl that they saw, 

but this one was a grown man. It was impossible to make out any details due to the darkness in 

the forest, but one thing that was clear as day was his glowing blue eyes. Before Frederick can 

warn him of what is behind him the figure grabs Tinley by the head and cuts it off. Frederick is 

motionless because he has never seen anything of the nature. To make matters worse, the tall 

figure threw his head towards Frederick. Because he is a member of the Night’s Watch, he is not 

allowed to flee the scene, but is supposed to fight to the death. Out of fear, Frederick begins to 

run away anyway now to be known as “The Deserter of The Night’s Watch” 

 
 

Year: 298 AC (The following day) 
 

Current Location: Northanger Abbey Estate 
 

Northanger Abbey is where all of the members of House Stark reside. Lord Bennett Stark 

and his wife Lady Bennett Stark (Catelyn) (38) watch down from a balcony, observing their 

three male children practicing archery. The oldest son is Captain Frederick Wentworth Stark 

(Robb) (26) heir of House Stark. He was worthless until his efforts during the Rebellion of 
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Fitzwilliam Darcy Baratheon. King Fitzwilliam rewarded him with advancement in rank and 

fortunes. The next brother is James Morland Snow (Jon) (24) of House Stark. He is the bastard 

child of his father Lord Bennett. It is believed that Lord Bennett slept with another woman while 

investigating the strange relationship between the Queen Catherine de Bourgh Lannister and her 

brother Sir William Collins Lannister at Oxford University. The Stark family accepts him as a 

Stark except for Lady Bennett. He is close to all of his siblings but admires Catherine Morland 

Stark the most. Finally, is Henry Tinley Stark (Bran) (10) of House Stark. He is the youngest of 

the three sons of House Stark and aspires to be a clergyman, but his family wants him the be a 

great swordsman. Panning over to the daughter of House Stark is Elizabeth Bennett Stark 

(Sansa) (19). She is sowing clothes with a group of other women. One woman asks of the 

whereabouts of her other sister Catherine Morland Stark. Elizabeth assumes that Catherine is 

doing something of a tomboyish nature such as sword fighting. While the three sons are 

practicing archery, Henry completely misses the mark. The other two sons laugh at Henry until 

they are interrupted by Lord Bennett. “Which one of you were a skilled marksman at the age of 

10? Keep practicing son.” Henry raises his bow and arrow to try again when a bullseye is hit. 

However, that was not Henry who made the shot. Behind the three boys about 20 feet away from 

them is the youngest daughter Catherine Stark. Lord Bennett grits his teeth because he 

disapproves of such actions. Before he has a chance to say anything someone calls his name in 

the distance. The man begins to walk towards Lord Bennett and Lady Bennett. He informs Lord 

Bennett about the deserter from the Night’s Watch they have captured. Lord Bennett instructs the 

man to ready the horses. Lady Bennett questions if he has to go, but they both know that 

Frederick Tinley swore an oath. 

(Lord Bennett) “Tell Henry he is coming too.” 
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(Lady Bennett) “Ten is way too young to see such things!” 
 
(Lord Bennett) “He isn’t going to be a boy forever. (pauses) Plus Winter is Coming!” 

 
 

Current Location: Field near Northanger Abbey 
 
The guards bring Frederick Tinley “Deserter of the Night’s Watch” to the execution site. Even 

though it has been a day since we have seen him, his appearance has changed drastically. His 

eyes were bloodshot and weary, his face haggard, and his clothes were filthy and torn. Lord 

Bennett’s three sons Frederick Wentworth Stark, James Morland Snow, and Henry Tinley Stark 

are all on their horses (a small pony in Henry’s case). Henry sits very still watching the 

dramatized man. He has never seen an execution before and the prospect of it terrifies him. 

However, to please his father he tries hard to imitate his father’s solemn expression. The 

guardsmen force Frederick’s head onto the stump and Lord Bennett dismounts his horse. He 

grabs is sword, Ice (a beautiful weapon centuries old). As Lord Bennett delivers the formal 

sentence to the condemned man, James moves closer to Henry. 

(Lord Bennett) “In the name of Fitzwilliam Darcy of the House Baratheon, the First of his Name, 

King of the Andals and the First Men, Lord of the Seven Kingdoms and Protector of the 

Realm…” 

(James to Henry) “Keep the pony in hand. And don’t look away. Father will know if you do.” 

(Lord Bennett) “I, Lord Bennett of the House Stark, Lord of Northanger Abbey and Warden of 

Bath, sentence you to die.” 

Lord Bennett lifts Ice high above his head and brings it down. Blood sprays the swaying 

grass while Frederick’s head topples off the stump. 

Year: 298 AC (A week after the execution) 
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Current Location: Northanger Abbey Estate 
 

At the crack of dawn Lady Bennett proceeds to franticly wakes up all of the Stark 

siblings in preparation of the arrival of King Fitzwilliam Baratheon (52) and Queen Catherine de 

Bourgh (Cersei) (40). Both have two sons and one daughter and Mrs. Bennett hopes that she can 

marry her daughters off. King Baratheon and Lord Bennett are close friends so will even further 

the marriage. 

(Mrs. Bennett) “(Franticly) Everyone wake up and get dressed. Elizabeth and Catherine, put on 

you best dress. You must impress the Baratheon boys.” 

Everyone seems to be getting ready by getting dressed, cooking, and cleaning around the 

estate. However, Lord Bennett has locked himself in a room while he goes over evidence that he 

discovered about the Baratheon family when he travelled to Oxford University (the place James 

Morland Snow was born). He believes that the three children of the King and Queen are not 

actually Baratheons, but actually Lannisters born of incest. He plans to inform to King of his 

findings once his family arrives. 

A few hours pass and the Stark family along with many others line up to meet and greet 

the King and his family. However, upon entering the gates we first see his oldest son John 

Thorpe (Geoffrey) (19) Lannister (an arrogant and boastful young man). Following him is Queen 

Catherine de Bourgh Lannister, her brother William Collins Lannister (Jamie) (43), and their 

hand to the king George Littlefinger Wickham (45). Everyone has expected the King to make an 

appearance, however he is nowhere to be found. 

(Lord Bennett) “Where is the King?” 
 
(Queen Catherine) “Unfortunately he met his demise when he was battling a boar late last night.” 

(It is interesting to note that she does not seem mournful at the slightest) 
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While the two discuss the death of the King, John Thorpe begins to boast about being the 

new king to Elizabeth. Overlooking the two, Elizabeth catches the of George Littlefinger 

Wickham. 

(Lord Bennett to Queen Catherine) “Can we talk in private” 
 

Lord Bennett begins to show Queen Catherine all the evidence he found of her and her 

brother. Foolishly, he accuses her of incest and threatens to tell everyone that Geoffrey is not true 

heir to the Iron Throne. Queen Catherine is shocked, not by the fact the he thinks that she had 

sex with her brother because that is true. She is shocked that he found out. Queen Catherine 

informs Lord Bennett that she will reveal the true heir to the Iron Throne within the fortnight as 

long as he does not tell anyone. Unlike Queen Catherine, Lord Bennett is a man of his word. 

Within the two weeks, King John Thorpe and Elizabeth Bennett are getting along nicely, 

while George Wickham continues to stalk her. Everyone appears to be living their normal lives 

besides Lord Bennett. Lord Bennett goes to the Iron Thorne where King John Thorpe and Lady 

Catherine. The previous night George Wickham gave a letter written by the deceased king to 

Lord Bennett. In his will, King Fitzwilliam Darcy Baratheon made Lord Bennett King of the 

Realms until his son become of age. Lord Bennett is to present this letter to the King in hopes 

that he will turn over his title. Once he presents the will Lady Catherine receives the letter and 

rips it up. As tensions begin to rise Lady Catherine requests that Lord Bennett will bend the 

knee. He refuses, and then both protectors of the Lannisters and the Men of the Watch begin to 

battle. Right when Lord Bennett is about to join the battle someone brings a knife to his throat. It 

is George Wickham, the man who gave the will to Lord Bennett. Wickham then whispers in his 

ear “I did tell you not to trust me!” And this set-in motion to Game of Thrones! 


